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Fans can experience never-before-seen bonus features including a behind-the-scenes look at the production, concept art galleries and much more! Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. This edition is a newly manufactured fan disc, which means that this disc contains a copy of the complete movie in 4K High Definition. This new 4K remaster contains 1080p (1920x1080) resolution.
Related Articles Anita Romanovitch (Lisa Bonet) is part of a team of federal agents working on an undercover investigation into the smuggling of illegal narcotics out of the Middle East. One of her team is her partner Sean Zevran (Michael Douglas), an ex-special forces soldier. Together, they are introduced to King (Bruce Greenwood), an old friend of Zevran's who is a wanted man in his homeland
and is assisting in the investigation. However, Zevran soon becomes suspicious of the mission. When they begin to question King's motivations, Anita is kidnapped and Zevran must attempt to rescue her. A Chicago businessman is the target of a blackmail attempt, and only his private investigator, Mike Barnard (Chris Farley), can help. The Find of the Century, which takes place in the heart of
Chicago, will follow the wild exploits of Mike Barnard as he tracks down a real-life pharaoh who holds a very valuable treasure. He and his small band of misfit detectives must work through the levels of the underworld, starting in Chinatown, ending in the Near North Side. In this all-new release of Tomb Raider: The Definitive Edition, Lara Croft (Angelina Jolie) follows the path of her mentor, Sir
John Marston (Ciaran Hinds), who is working on a lost civilization. The battle begins with an expedition to the lost city of Ubar in a remote region of Peru. Lara must fight off a series of kidnappers and mercenaries, all while searching for the legendary tomb of a lost race. In this all-new release, Lara Croft (Angelina Jolie) returns in this epic action adventure in which she must fight for survival in the
land of the dinosaurs. The battle begins in Russia with a daring heist to steal the Ark of the Covenant, an ancient, powerful artifact. Forced to choose between duty and greed, Lara must choose her path to stop the ruthless, warring world of the Covenant and bring peace to the world 82157476af
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